Introduction: Read First
A Women’s Health & Fitness Habits Toolkit: Action Plans for an Imperfect
Process
Are you ready to take action on your health & fitness goals (and fail at it
sometimes)?
That may seem like a strange question to ask someone who’s ready to jump in, build
sweat equity and improve their health and wellbeing, but I think you have to ask
yourself this important question at the beginning of the process. Most women know a
ton about health and fitness. We know which foods are healthy, which aren’t and what
types of exercise are best for weight loss and better health. We’ve read the latest,
greatest diet book, and we’ve tried many of them for a few weeks (perhaps a few
months) only to fall off them and feel guilty or ashamed for failing to reach our goals.
I know that if losing weight and making healthy choices were simply a matter of
knowing what to do, many of us would have done things differently long ago. But the
truth is that how you do something—the first steps you take—can influence
your success. Also, your stick-to-it-ness is critical. Are you ready and willing to be
uncomfortable, put in the work and get back on track when you stumble? Are you ready
for a change? I hope so because I created this toolkit to help you take action to build
healthy habits that will support any weight loss or health-related goal you have.
Habits Build Better Health:
The only thing that finally helped me lose more than 60 pounds (in my 50s) was a
fundamental shift in how I approached building new habits in my life. My healthy eating
and exercise habits became part of the fabric of my life, and I learned how to keep taking
action so that I could reinforce those healthy habits. Through the process, I remembered
that:




Habits are formed through repetition and through consistent practice that
involves striving for a reward.
I could stumble and eat something off my food plan, skip some workouts and still
get back on track (all wasn’t lost).
My healthy habits do more than help me lose weight; they help me reduce stress;
they empower me to improve my health and wellbeing.

Most importantly, I learned that I could take all those decades of “failed” attempts and
use them to build success if I stuck to my goals instead of throwing in the towel. I
discovered that I could learn new habits, committing and recommitting to them when I

took a misstep. I learned how to give myself a second, third, twentieth and
hundredth chance to succeed! Let me show you how a focus on building healthy
habits can help you achieve your goals.
Habits Fundamentals 101 (read my full blog article on habits here)


Nearly half of human behaviors (eating, sleeping, working, daily
errands/activities) occur habitually in the same location each day. They are
triggered or cued by our environment. For example, we may wake up early in the
morning and have our first cup of coffee at a particular time and location that
rarely changes.



These combinations of activities that happen without our conscious thinking, and
are completed on autopilot, make up our habits. There’s been a ton of good
research on habits. If you’re interested in reading more about it, check out these
resources from Charles Duhigg.



Habits have three components to them, and they make up what’s called the “habit
loop.” As Duhigg explains, the loop consists of a cue (something that triggers an
automatic behavior), a routine (which is the activity/behavior) and a reward
(something you like that makes you want to engage in the activity again and
again). The habit is formed because you want this reward, so you are willing to
take the same actions repeatedly to get it.



When looking to change a habit, it’s helpful for you to think about what’s cueing
or triggering the behavior and what reward you’re seeking. Identifying the
environment/location and timing of a behavior and understanding what reward
it brings will help you know what purpose the habit serves. When you try to start
a new habit, you’ll be most successful if you focus on changing your behavior or
routine while leaving your cues and rewards the same.



Relying on willpower and motivation alone won’t work to help you achieve your
health goals. You need to form new healthy habits. When willpower and
motivation wane, you have to rely on two other key ingredients:
action and habits.



Taking action (even small ones) can have a huge impact on health. I
call it the Action Principle, and it’s the foundation of much of the advice I give on
HodgeonRepeat. I try not to overthink healthy actions; I just do them. For

example, I exercise nearly every day. Some days it’s walking, other days it’s
rowing, spin class or strength training.


Consistency is critical to forming new habits (and engaging in behaviors that
support good health). Healthy habits are formed by taking action over and over
again.



A habit will last longer than a diet or exercise plan. A habit will provide
consistent rewards, having the power to transform your weight, body strength
goals, your thinking, and your overall health. A habit will take over when
willpower and motivation are gone. But it’s also important to remember that a
habit is something that you create through your actions—no one gives it to you.
You give it to yourself, and that is highly empowering!!



Whenever you change your habits, you encounter obstacles. I call
those obstacles the “push-back,” and they can be scheduling, family
obligations, poor planning, unrealistic expectations and stress. Whatever makes
changing your routines difficult is part of the “push-back.” You’ll see that I’ve
included ways to handle push-back in each of my action plans.



Changing habits will be easier if you do it as part of a group or within
a community of like-minded people. Dughill found that working within a
group or community positively impacted changing behavior and forming new
habits. Once you surround yourself with others working toward similar healthy
goals (like working out at a gym or buying fresh produce at a neighborhood
farmer’s market), you start to find people who value the same behaviors you are
trying to develop. I built the HodgeonRepeat blog and my Instagram page to
develop communities like that. Follow me and join in the discussion!



Forming Healthy Habits Takes Time (and you have to be comfortable
with being imperfect). Research shows that new habits can take about 10
weeks to develop (longer than the 21 days you may have heard in the past).
Habits also take planning; you have to understand your cues/triggers, the
rewards that you seek and the behavior that you will commit to doing. Don’t
worry, my toolkit action plans and habits tracker can help!



Habits don’t disappear; they get replaced. Some habits are tough to
replace, and we relapse into old patterns. But, if we stick with it, we can replace
the old routines with new ones (so you can replace snacking on the couch after

work with a workout at a gym instead). I would recommend picking only 1-2
new habits to work towards during each 10-week period.


Expect to get off track sometimes. The only way you fail with this plan is to
stop trying—if you let a deviation make you feel guilty, or if you shame yourself
and tell yourself that you can’t do it. That’s the biggest problem you can run into.
If, on the other hand, you keep going through the successful days (and the not-sosuccessful days), you will come out on the other side with a new healthy habit.

Building Healthy Habits: Putting Your Plans into Action
You may be asking yourself: How do I get healthy habits on repeat? I’ve created a
process for getting you started with this Health & Fitness Habits Toolkit. In this toolkit,
I provide a series of action plans that guide you through the process of planning and
implementing key healthy habits.
Each action plan is like a roadmap that helps you plan for and establish goals to build
new habits. I offer suggestions for the first action steps you should take to create new
behaviors and routines into repeatable habits.
The good news is that even if you’ve started a new diet or exercise routine, you can use
this toolkit to reinforce those new healthy habits. Most professional diets and exercise
plans rely on the creation of healthy habits to stay on track. Think of this toolkit as a
supplement or boost to your current plan.
The toolkit includes:






a whole-foods eating action plan
an exercise action plan
a mind/body action plan
an action plan template (to create other action plans)
a 10-week daily habits tracker

On the following pages, you’ll see my Salads on Repeat action plan, which: 1) outlines
the health benefits of eating salad, 2) helps you create a S.M.A.R.T. goal to add more
salads to your weekly meals, 3) walks you through the action steps needed to add those
salads, and 4) provides strategies for dealing with “push-back”—those obstacles and
bumps in the road that you may encounter as you try to incorporate a new routine into
your daily schedule. Each action plan ends with questions and follow-up ideas and
strategies to help you reflect on how you will keep this habit on repeat in your routine.

Get Started:






Pick an action plan to use: adding salads/greens to your diet, walking for exercise
or weekend meditation and review the action plan thoroughly to see what foods,
tools or schedules you’ll need to do to support that new habit.
Use the action plan template if you want to create a different healthy habit. Make
sure to fill out all parts of the action plan. Think about, plan and complete each
section: your “why” for building a new habit, a S.M.A.R.T. goal, the first action
steps you’ll take and the anticipated “push-back” challenges.
Use the 10-week habits tracker to tally your behaviors. The tracker gives you an
added measure of success by documenting your progress. You can also use it to
see patterns in following (or deviating) from your plan. Do you follow your action
plan on the weekdays and then get off course on the weekends? The tracker will
provide valuable feedback for challenges (and successes) as you create new
habits.

In the months to follow, I’ll be adding new action plans and new articles on each
component of this toolkit on my blog (HodgeonRepeat), so check back often to get new
resources on various healthy habits. For now, pick an action plan and get started today!

Disclaimer: I am not a licensed dietitian, medical doctor, nor a credentialed fitness
expert. The purpose of my toolkit is to share what I have learned about weight loss,
fitness and wellness in a fun, informative way. I am a researcher and writer who has
used the nutritional and exercise information referenced in this toolkit. To the extent
possible, I provide the latest research on the topics I write about so that you can get the
most useful, accurate information available. The information presented here is not
intended to be used as medical advice, or as a substitute for medical counseling. All
information should be used in conjunction with the guidance and care of your medical
doctor or preferred health care provider. Consult a physician before beginning any
nutrition or exercise program.
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